ABSTRACT Community structure is an important mesoscale topological characteristic of complex networks, which is significant for understanding structural features and organizational functions in networks. Local expansion methods have been proved to be efficient and effective for community detection. However, it has been shown that there are inherent drawbacks for these methods to uncover overlapping communities. Most methods are sensitive to initial seeds and built-in parameters, while others are inadequate to reveal the pervasive overlaps. In this paper, we propose a new local expansion method for uncovering overlapping communities based on structural centrality. The key idea of our approach is to locate structural centers of communities with the structural centrality and then expand these structural centers with a weighted strategy and a local search procedure. Experimental results both on artificial and real-world networks demonstrate that our method is effective and promising in term of finding overlapping community structures. We also show that our local expansion strategies are efficient in uncovering cohesive clusters and producing stable clustering results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Community structure is considered to be a significant structural feature in complex networks, as it often associates with organizational structures and functional characteristics of underlying networks [1] , [2] . Although there is no agreeupon common definition on community structure, it is generally accepted that a community structure has dense internal links and sparse external links [3] . However, there are lots of researches indicate that community structures in complex networks show pervasive overlaps [4] - [6] . It is generally known that people on an online social network belong to more than one social community. For instance, a user usually connects to several social groups like family, colleague, and hobby. Overlapping communities also exist in other complex networks such as bipartite networks [7] - [9] . Therefore, increasing attention has been paid to overlapping community detection that helps uncover group characteristics and structural features. Here, we focus on conventional or unipartite complex networks as the typical framework for community detection.
In the past more than ten years, a large number of methods, such as graph partitioning [2] , [10] , hierarchical clustering [1] , [11] , spectral clustering [12] , and modularity-based optimization algorithms [13] - [15] , have been proposed to identify community structures in complex networks. These methods attempt to explore community structure form various perspectives. The approaches based on graph partitioning divide a network into predefined communities, so as to minimize the total number of inter-community edges [2] . Hierarchical clustering is widely used to reveal multilevel grouping structures of a graph [1] . Spectral methods make use of spectral properties of the graph to detect communities [10] , [12] . The methods based on modularity optimization attempt to seek approximations of the global maximum of modularity [13] , [15] . However, all the algorithms mentioned above only assign each node to a single community, and fail to identify overlapping community structures in networks. So there is growing interest in uncovering underlying overlapping nodes and communities.
Many methods for detecting overlapping communities have been developed recently. Palla et al. [6] proposed a Clique Percolation Method (CPM) based on the assumption that a community consists of overlapping sets of cliques. CPM identifies all cliques of size k and detects community structures by searching for adjacent cliques. But this strict definition of the community structure makes it unsuitable for networks with dense connected parts. Based on the idea of link clustering, Ahn et al. [16] presented a Link Clustering (LC) method for community detection by hierarchically grouping adjacent links with a similarity measure. LC naturally characterizes the overlap between communities by transforming link communities into node communities. However, there is no guarantee that LC shows higher performance than other methods. Because it emphasizes community internal links and ignores external links, which could result in lots of small communities. Besides, label propagation algorithm [17] also has been extended to detect overlapping community structures by allowing a node to possess multiple labels, such as COPRA [18] and SLPA [19] . Label propagation methods can achieve liner time for overlapping community detection, but still show some nondeterminacy in the clustering of labels.
Furthermore, Local expanding methods have been widely used in overlapping community detection because of their high efficiency. One of the main advantages of the local expansion method compared with others is that it depends on local information of a network rather than global information to detect communities. Therefore, it shows obvious advantage in large-scale and dynamic networks in the terms of computational complexity and scalability. However, local expanding approaches are usually sensitive to random seeds and built-in parameters. The LFM algorithm proposed by Lancichinetti et al. [5] keeps selecting seeds randomly and expanding communities around these seeds by optimizing a fitness function locally, in order to detect overlapping and hierarchical community structures. LFM may produce unstable results because it depends significantly on selected seeds and a resolution parameter. Eustace et al. [20] , [21] used local community neighborhood ratio function to control community size. The GCE method proposed by Lee et al. [22] expands local communities greedily based on maximum cliques. GCE can be used to detect highly overlapping community structures, while its performance depends on built-in parameters such as the clique size k. In addition, Cui et al. [23] introduced maximal sub-graphs as well as a belonging degree to identify overlap. Wang and Li [24] proposed to expand core-vertex with an intimate degree for absorbing neighbors. Huang et al. [25] introduced a densitybased clustering algorithm by projecting an undirected network to its core-connected maximal spanning tree. However, like other local methods [26] , [27] , it still need to be feed with suitable parameter. So local community detection still faces certain challenges.
In this paper, we introduce a new local method called LOCD for uncovering overlapping community structures. LOCD focuses on identifying the structural centers of communities with a structural centrality to investigate the natural overlapping communities. The structural centrality takes into account both local density of nodes and relative distance between nodes. LOCD expands a community structure from the structural center to the border with a local search procedure and a weighted strategy. Different from previous work, the proposed approach improves algorithmic stability because of the distinctive strategy for seed selection and speeds up the convergence to optimal solutions. Additionally, it avoids artificial arbitrariness of parameter choice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed LOCD algorithm. We present experiment results, and compare this algorithm with several leading algorithms in Section 3. Section 4 presents the conclusions.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Local community detection allows one to handle the local clustering characteristic of nodes as well as the partition of the graph in communities. Therefore, there are two important problems that need to be addressed in local community detection. One is that how to select source nodes to be expanded, which determines the stability of clustering results, and the other involves with the structural optimization based on local information. In our work, we introduce an effective approach to select seed nodes, which can reduce the sensitivity to source seeds. Based on the idea that structural centers are surrounded by neighbors with lower local density and they are far from any nodes with a higher local density by a relative large distance [28] , [29] , we attempt to explore structural centers as starting seeds and expand each seed locally in order to uncover overlapping communities. Different from previous work, this algorithm aims to uncover overlapping communities other than disjoint communities in networks.
The proposed LOCD method can be divided into two phases, i.e., structural center identification and local community expansion. In location phase, we introduce a structural centrality to identify structural centers in a network. The structural centrality measures the local clustering centrality of a node from a two-dimensional perspective, which is different from existing centrality measures such as degree, betweenness [30] , eigenvector centrality [31] , percolation centrality [32] and the local Fiedler vector centrality (LFVC) [33] . For example, LFVC evaluates the algebraic connectivity of a graph after node or edge removals based on spectral graph theory. It is used to detect deep communities by greedily removing nodes or edges that maximize this centrality measure [34] . The proposed method makes use of the structural centrality to find seeds and expands these seeds locally in order to uncover overlapping communities. This algorithm also can be regarded as a heuristic improvement of the LFM algorithm [5] . As mentioned above, LFM selects seeds randomly and leads to unstable results. Here, we address this unstability by locating structural centers in community structures.
A. LOCATING COMMUNITY STRUCTURAL CENTERS
Community structure is a mesoscale characteristic of complex networks. Most local expansion methods assume that a network community is essentially a local structure, involving the nodes belonging to groups and extended neighbors of them. It is especially reasonable for large networks in which each node depends on its neighbors rather than most of its VOLUME 5, 2017 peers [5] . For instance, community structures in social networks are local groups without any reference to the whole network. Local expansion methods, such as LFM and GCE, have a great advantage in large scale networks, however, they are sensitive to starting seeds and built-in parameters. Moreover, they fail to determine the number of clusters in advance. In this work, we investigate a type of important nodes in a network, i.e., community structural centers. Structural centers show two obvious characteristic compared to other nodes. On one hand, structural centers have a higher density compared with their neighboring nodes. On the other hand, they have a relatively large distance from nodes with higher densities. Such structural centers are well-distributed in different communities, which indicates the number of clusters can be determined intuitively. Under this assumption, a community structure is regarded as a centralized structure where nodes are interconnected through the structural center.
In order to locate structural centers in a network, we propose a structural centrality which incorporates the local density and the relative distance of a node. Both the two quantities depend on the distance measurement. We define G = (V , E) as an undirected and unweighted graph with node set V and edge set E ⊆ V × V . Let A be the adjacent matrix of G. We introduce relevant definitions on structural centrality as follows.
Definition 1 (Local Density): Given a node i in network G = (V , E), the local density ρ i of node i is defined as:
where ψ(x) = 1 if x ≤ 0, or ψ(x) = 0; d ij represents the distance between node i and j, and d c is a cutoff distance. The local density of node i actually includes its neighboring nodes within the cutoff distance d c . Here we adopt the shortest path length to measure the distance between nodes. The magnitude of d c varies with different distance metrics. It has been shown that the algorithm is sensitive only to the relative magnitude of ρ i , which implies that the results are robust with respect to the choice of d c . According to the hint for choosing the cutoff value in our previous work [29] , d c can be determined automatically by imposing restriction on the number of neighbors. However, we find that the value of d c has a small range and also is less than its corresponding network diameter. It is mostly the constant d c = 1. Furthermore, varying d c for a network produces consistent results. This shows that the algorithm is robust with respect to the cutoff distance [29] . Thus, we empirically set d c = 1 in our experiments. In this condition, local density ρ i is simplified to degree centrality. However, it is also worth noting that the case of d c > 1 maybe deduce some interesting results, because two networks may have distinct clusterings and path lengths but have the same degree distributions [35] .
Definition 2 (Relative Distance): The relative distance δ i of node i is defined as the minimum distance between the node i and any other nodes with higher density, it is formulized as follows:
For the node with the largest local density, we conventionally take δ i = max j (d ij ). Based on this definition, we can conclude that the relative distance for the nodes with maxima in the local density is significantly greater than their nearest neighbors. Therefore, the nodes with anomalously large value both in the local density and the relative distance are identified as structural centers in a network. This observation is the kernel of the algorithm, and it can be illustrated by the Karate network [36] in Fig. 1 . The Karate network has two obvious communities that are represented with different shapes in Fig. 1(A) . Fig. 1 (B) shows the plot of δ i as a function of ρ i for each node. We will call this representation the decision graph. For this decision graph, we can observe that two nodes (1 and 34) are global maxima both in the local density and relative distance. Thus these two nodes are recognized as the structural centers, which reveals the true clustering behaviour because of their central roles in the real network. In addition, we find that the structural centers are clearly distinguishable from other nodes in the decision graph ( Fig. 1(B) ). However, it is often the case that there are no significant differences between many underlying structural centers, which makes it difficult to determine the exact number of structural centers. By observation the distributive characteristics of structural centers, We define a structural centrality to identify the structural centers exactly. This structural centrality is based on the two qualities introduced above, which is defined as follows.
Definition 3 (Structural Centrality):
The structural centers are characterized by a higher density than their neighbors and by a relatively large distance from nodes with higher density. The structural centrality sc i of the node i is defined as:
The structural centrality measures the local centrality of a node as well as the effect of nodes with higher density. Therefore, this metric effectively avoids the situation that neighboring nodes with maxima in the local density are identified as structural centers. Based on this definition, it can be intuitive to deduce the number of structural centers by the plot of structural centrality sc i sorted in decreasing order. This graph shows that this quantity starts falling anomalously when it is below a certain level. Moreover, the structural centrality for structural centers is distinctly large compared with other nodes. This observation can also be shown in many real-world networks including the Karate networks, as shown in Fig. 2 . For the Karate network, two nodes with maxima in the structural centrality are recognized as the structural centers, which is consistent with the observation in the decision graph ( Fig. 1(B) ). In the Fig. 2 , we can find that, especially for networks with obvious community structures, the quantity sc i follows power-law distribution. This observation maybe provide the basis for a criterion for the automatic location of the structural centers. We also illustrate this observation on an artificial benchmark network, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(A) shows the distribution of 1000 nodes in the decision graph. In this figure, there are 9 nodes that show distinct difference from others in the two-dimensional space. These nodes have larger values in the local density and the relative distance, but exhibit unordered distribution. However, we can clearly observe these 9 nodes in the plot of structural centrality in Fig. 3(B) , where the structural centrality is also distributed according to a power law. These 9 nodes are identified as the structural centers. Actually, we indeed have uncovered the ground truth community structures according to these structural centers experimentally.
The above observations show that the structural centralities of nodes in real-world and artificial networks follow the power-law distribution and its exponent depends on the network itself. For artificial networks with heterogenous communities, this feature is more obvious. Meanwhile, the structural centralities corresponding to structural centers show significant difference from other nodes. Therefore, we can locate the structural centers in a network according to this criterion. Exploring structural centers of a network can intuitionally determine the number of clusters. Furthermore, this approach for locating structural centers be able to improve the stability of subsequent clustering procedure, and converge to optimal solutions faster. Therefore, one can identify cluster structural centers on a graph with the structural centrality, so as to further uncover specific clusters formed around them.
B. LOCAL COMMUNITY EXPANSION
After the structural centers of a network have been identified, overlapping community structures can be uncovered by an expanding procedure around these structural centers. The local expansion procedure aims to add neighbors of a structural center iteratively so as to optimize a community VOLUME 5, 2017 quality function. Thus, a community structure is defined as a subgraph detected by the optimization procedure. The idea of community expansion is similar to other local methods such as LFM and GCE, but there are still some differences. Above all, we expand community structures based on identified structural centers which imply the number of clusters, but other methods mentioned above explore communities with random seeds or cliques. Secondly, we adopt a local search strategy in the expansion procedure in order to improve the validity and stability of outcomes. Finally, we introduce a weighted strategy into the quality function for enhancing the tightness of communities based on structural similarity. This metric is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (Structural Similarity): Let N (i) be the neighborhood of node i, the structural similarity s ij between i and j is defined as:
The structural similarity is a local measure which computes the relative number of common neighbors between two nodes. The greater value of structural similarity implies the more likely two nodes exist in the same community. Thus it further enhances the tightness of community structures in the expansion. Here, we use this measure to weight each link in the expanding community.
Furthermore, a subgraph density is defined in order to evaluate the tightness of a community structure. The greater subgraph density of a community implies that the community has denser internal edges. So a community structure can be identified as a subgraph detected by local optimization for this measure. The weighted subgraph density is formulated as follows.
Definition 5 (Subgraph Density): Let a community structure C with n C nodes, the subgraph density D C of the community is defined as:
where ρ i is the local density of node i, a ij denotes the adjacent reltation between node i and node j in A.
The aim of the local expansion procedure is to determine a community structure starting from a structural center so that the inclusion of a new neighbor, or the removal of one node from the community structure would lower its density D C . In addition, the weighted strategy further enhances communities detected by local expansion. Therefore, a complete community structure around a structural center can be detected by greedily optimizing the subgraph density. Different from local expansion strategies in earlier work [26] , [37] , the proposed expanding approach adds the nodes most associated with the structural center iteratively and avoids excessive expansion. Furthermore, it allows overlapping nodes to be covered during the expansion of each community structure, as it is possible to include nodes that have already been assigned to other communities.
Algorithm 1 Main Procedures of LOCD Algorithm
Require: Graph G = (V , E) and its adjacency matrix A. Ensure: A partition P. 
Remove v from cc 9:
Add v into C
11:
end if 12: end for 13: //Phase2: Local community expansion; 14: Label all unclassified nodes in V as U 15: for i ∈ C do 16: initialize community C i with i; 17: insert neighbors of community C i into Q 18: while Q = ∅ do 19: for each node v in Q do 20 :
end for 23: if m < 0 then 24: Remove v from Q 25: end if 26: add v into C 27: update neighbors set Q of community C 28: end while 29: end for 30: return Network partition P.
C. OVERVIEW OF LOCD ALGORITHM
In order to illustrate the proposed method further, we describe the detailed steps of the LOCD algorithm with an algorithmic statement for clarity. Let G = (V , E) be a network without self-loops and multiple edges between two nodes, the partition of network nodes can be expressed as P = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C K }, where C i denotes a subset of nodes assigned to the same community and K is the number of community structures. As mentioned above, LOCD algorithm mainly consists of two phases. It first identifies community structural centers according to the plot of structural centrality listed in decreasing order. Then, the algorithm selects a structural center in order and expands the community by optimizing the subgraph density. This algorithm repeats this process until all communities are uncovered.
The main procedures of the LOCD algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In the phase of locating structural centers, it recognizes the nodes with local maxima in the structural centrality as structural centers. In order to choose structural centers exactly, the algorithm further check the rationality of structural centers. First and foremost, It picks the node with the global maximum in the structural centrality as the first structural center C 1 . Then the next node with the maximum is considered as a candidate center. The candidate node v is recognized as the next structural center C 2 if it keeps C i at a large distance (d(v, C i ) > d c ), or it is removed from the candidate queue. It implies that adjacent candidate centers are merged into one cluster if the distance between them does not exceed the cutoff value. During community expansion, LOCD identifies a complete community structure from the structural center to the border. At the beginning, the algorithm initializes a community C with a structural center, where its subgraph density D C = 0. Then, it considers all the neighbor nodes of C and computes the subgraph density gain D C after including each neighbor. The neighbor with the largest gain is added to the community but only if the gain is positive, and yields a new community. This process is performed iteratively until the subgraph density has no further improvement and reaches the local maximum.
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In fact, it is hard to estimate the computational complexity of the algorithm, as it depends on the number and size of community structures, which in turn strongly depends on the specific network under study. Let a network G = (V , E), we analyse the time complexity of LOCD from two phases. The location phase needs to compute structural centrality distribution, which requires approximately O(n) time. The location process with a rapid sort algorithm requires O(nlog n) time. Therefore, the computational complexity of the first phase scales as O(n + nlog n). For the second phase, the complexity of local community expansion mainly depends on the cluster number and community size. The process of constructing a community structure with s nodes takes approximately O(s 2 ) time. Thus, the local expansion phase requires O(Ks 2 ) time, where K refers to the number of communities. In general, the total time complexity of LOCD algorithm scales as O(n + nlog n + Ks 2 ). This analysis shows that the worst-case complexity of LOCD algorithm scales as O(n 2 ). However, the size of a community is generally much less than the network scale in networks. Thus, in most applications the proposed algorithm runs much faster and almost linearly when community structures are small.
We also compare it with other typical algorithms mentioned in Section 3. The label propagation methods have the lowest computational complexity despite algorithmic indeterminacy. Specially, COPRA scales as O(vn log v + v 3 n) per iteration in a sparse network, where v is the number of community identifiers, and the time complexity of SLPA is O(Tm), where T is the predefined maximal iteration. For CPM, it's often difficult to derive a unified representation of its complexity, as it depends on specific network structure and built-in parameters. For LFM, the worst-case complexity scales as O(n 2 ). The time complexity of GCE depends on the subtler local characteristics of G that are difficult to specify rigorously. Generally, an algorithm with high accuracy may come at the expense of high computational complexity [13] .
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the LOCD algorithm both on artificial and real-world networks. The synthetic networks possess known ground truth (GT) community structures under tunable parameters, which helps to analyze the viability of various community detection algorithms. While the real-world networks can uncover their capabilities under practical conditions [38] . In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm experimentally, we adopt two widely used measurement metrics [2] , that is, modularity and normalized mutual information. Realworld networks usually do not specify a community label for each node, so we make use of the extended modularity (EQ) [39] to evaluate the quality of network partitions deduced by different methods. Generally, a larger modularity value means a higher quality for community partition in a network, but it does not absolutely correspond to the ground truth community structures. In addition, the artificial networks always show known community structures after the build runs, so we use the generalized normalized mutual information (GNMI) [5] to evaluate the accuracy of the LOCD algorithm.
Meanwhile, we empirically compare LOCD with some state-of-the-art overlapping community detection algorithms in order to illustrate their differences in algorithmic performance. The comparative algorithms include LFM [5] , CPM [6] , LC [16] , COPRA [18] , SLPA [19] , and GCE [22] . For algorithms with tunable built-in parameters, we record the best possible values measured by some evaluation metric. For CPM, the size of clique k varies between 3 and 8. For LC algorithm, we adjust the threshold with the range of 0.1-0.8 with an interval 0.1. For LFM, the resolution parameter α varies from 0.6 to 1.2 with an interval 0.1. For GCE, the minimum clique size k ranges from 3 to 8. For SLPA, threshold r varies from 0.05 to 0.4 with an interval 0.05. For COPRA, the number of labels v is taken from the range [2, 8] . Since SLPA and COPRA are nondeterministic algorithms, each of them runs 10 times on each network instantiation independently to obtain stable results.
A. TEST ON ARTIFICIAL NETWORKS
We empirically test LOCD algorithm on LFR benchmark networks. The LFR networks account for the heterogeneity in the distribution of node degrees and community sizes [40] . In the following experiments, we generate LFR networks with various communities and overlaps by adjusting built-in parameters, and 10 instantiations are produced for each parameter set. The network size N ranges from 100 to 1000 with an interval 100, the average degree of nodes k = 10 or k = 25, the maximum degree k max = 50, the minimum for the community sizes c min = 10, the maximum for the community sizes c max = 50, The distribution of node degrees and community sizes follows a power law, with the VOLUME 5, 2017 exponents τ 1 = 2 and τ 2 = 1 respectively. The overlapping diversity O m varies from 2 to 8, overlapping density O n varies from 10% to 60% with interval 10%. The mixing parameter µ varies from 0.1 to 0.6 with an interval 0.05. For a benchmark network, a higher mixing parameter implies it is harder to identify communities for an algorithm. Here, we generate four sets of benchmark networks by varying these parameters so as to evaluate the effects of the mixing parameter µ, network size N , overlapping diversity O m and overlapping density O n respectively. First, we evaluate the effect of network size on the proposed algorithm, and compare the results of other algorithms with the ground truth (GT) in terms of EQ and GNMI. The comparative results are shown in Fig. 4 . From  Fig. 4(A) and (B) , we can find that the performance of these algorithms improves as network size increases, but Slight fluctuations are observed for COPRA, CPM and LC. Fig. 4(A) shows the change of modularity along with the increasing network size. In this figure, by comparing with the GT community structures, we find that the result of highest modularity score does not correspond to the actual partition of a network. Therefore, we conclude that a larger modularity value means a higher quality of community partition, but it does not always point to the ground truth community structures. It has been proved in our experiments. As shown in the figure, GCE achieves the largest EQ values all the time, and these values obviously exceed real values corresponding to the partitions with GT. However, LOCD gets more accurate results which are close to the actual community structure. Fig. 4(B) shows the change of NMI values for different algorithms along with the increasing network size. In this figure, all algorithms get better performance when the network size increases. Besides, for the network with low mixing parameter, LOCD performs well and gets larger GNMI scores than their counterparts, which is consistent with the observation in Fig. 4(A) . Among all the compared algorithms, LFM and GCE have comparable performance to LOCD algorithm.
Next, we evaluate the effect of mixing parameter on each algorithm. Fig. 5 shows how the performance changes on LFR benchmark networks with varying mixing parameter µ. For a network, greater mixing parameter means a more obscure boundary between communities, and it is more difficult for an algorithm to detect community structures. In Fig. 5(A) and (B) , we find that the performance of detection consistently degrades when µ increases, and LOCD outperforms most comparative methods all the time. As is shown in Fig. 5(A) , only the results of GCE and LOCD are close to the GT community structures. LOCD achieves comparative performance to GCE algorithm. Fig. 5 (B) presents similar change of GNMI along with the varying mixing parameter. Except for LOCD, LFM and GCE, most methods fail to deal with the network when µ > 0.3. For the benchmark networks with high mixing parameter µ, GCE gets the largest GNMI scores, LOCD cannot perform as better as in the case of obvious community structures. However, the performance of LOCD outperforms other methods such as LFM and COPRA.
Further, we test how the performance changes when overlapping diversity O m increases. By increasing the value of O m , we create harder detection tasks. It allows us to investigate the detection accuracy at node level in detail. Fig. 6 presents the comparative results on the benchmark networks with µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.3 respectively. From this figure, we find that the performance of all algorithms drops slowly as the overlapping diversity increases (i.e., O m getting larger). Obvious fluctuations can be observed for CPM. On these benchmark networks, LOCD, LFM and GCE show competitive performance, while LOCD outperforms the other two algorithms slightly both in EQ and GNMI. In Fig. 6(A) , we find that GCE gets the largest EQ values which exceed real partitions (GT) when µ = 0.1, while LOCD gets lower values which are closer to GT community structures. For the networks with higher mixing parameter, GCE gets the best results which are close to GT compared with LOCD, as shown in Fig. 6(C) . However, Fig. 6(B) and (D) show that LOCD acquires the greater GNMI than other algorithms. LC algorithm shows its weakness here, this is because it identifies lots of small communities and fails to uncover the planted communities in artificial networks.
Finally, we evaluate the effect of overlapping density O n on LFR benchmarks. We also turn the overlapping density for these benchmarks with different mixing parameters µ = 0.1 and µ = 0.3. The results in terms of EQ and GNMI are shown in Fig. 7 . We can find that the performance of all algorithms drops slightly in the case where there are more and more overlapping nodes. Fig. 7(A) and (B) show compared performance in the benchmark networks with low mixing parameter. In this case, LOCD shows better performance compared with LFM and GCE. In the benchmarks with higher mixing parameter, LOCD also outperforms GCE and LFM slightly both in EQ and GNMI because of its stability, as shown in Fig. 7(C) and (D) . Obvious fluctuations can be observed for SLAP and COPRA. LC algorithm also shows its weakness because a large number of small communities are identified.
B. TEST ON REAL-WORLD NETWORKS
Real-world networks may have different properties from artificial networks. In order to further illustrate the validity of the proposed method, we compare LOCD algorithm with other algorithms on a variety of real-world networks. These networks include some datasets commonly used in community detection, such as Zacharyąŕs karate club net- work [36] , Dolphin network[ [41] , Politic book network [42] , Scientist collaboration network [43] , and Biological networks [44] , [45] . Moreover, we test the performance of LOCD on four large scale networks which have been showed to have distinctive clustering behaviors and characteristic path lengths in a recent study [46] . We collected statistics for these real-world networks in Table 1 . More information about these networks can be found here [47] - [49] . Given that most of these networks do not have available ground truth community structures, we adopt the extended modularity (EQ) [39] to measure the partition quality of overlapping communities.
Generally, one can observe both the EQ values and the number of detected communities. Table 2 shows the comparative EQ values and corresponding the number of clusters. Among these comparative methods, some are indeterminate and hard to get stable results, such as SLPA, COPRA and LFM, and others are sensitive to built-in parameters. Therefore, we run all algorithms 10 times to obtain different results by varying built-in parameters for each network, and take the largest EQ values as optimal results. The visualization on some real-world networks is showed in Fig. 8 , where multicolored piecharts denote overlapping nodes. Fig. 8(A) shows two overlapping clusters in the Zachary's karate club network, which is identical with the genuine communities. In the Dolphins network, the detected result with four overlapping groups matches with ground truth communities, as shown in Fig. 8(B) . Fig. 8(C) shows that two communities are merged into other 10 communities in the football network. We also test LOCD algorithm with the maximal component with two cliques in the Polblogs network. The detected results accurately reflects political cliques in 2004 American election, as shown in Fig. 8(D) .
In Table 2 we get the following observations. In general, CPM fails to deal with the dense networks because of the strict definition of clique community. LC shows obvious weakness in community detection, as its node similarity computation leads to too many small communities in large networks. So CPM and LC get lower EQ scores compared to others, but SLPA, COPRA, GCE, LFM and LOCD achieve higher performance on large networks. This observation is consilient with the fact that these algorithms can acquire better performance on networks with distinct community structures, as is shown in Fig. 4 . In addition, some algorithms are sensitive to the structure of specific network. For example, in some networks with highly sparse structure such as Word, COPRA detects merely one single giant community structure and GCE also fails. Another observation is that some algorithms tend to overdetect the overlap and communities. For instance, LC finds too many overlapping nodes and small communities. Such overdetection can also be observed for other algorithms, such as COPRA and GCE, and results in poorer performance on specific networks.
Based on the above results of the comparison, we can find that LOCD performs better in term of EQ relative to others. This conforms that for real-world networks with complicated organizational structures, our method exhibited even better performance. Specifically, LOCD acquires the maximal EQ values in 12 of the 20 real-world networks. In contrast, COPRA obtains best results on four networks, SLPA and GCE perform well on other two networks respectively. LOCD has better performance than CPM on almost all networks except the Football network, and outperforms LC on all networks. It means that the local expanding strategy based on structural centers shows significant advantages. In addition, LOCD has better performance compared to label propagation based algorithms SLPA and COPRA. LOCD also show more stable performance compared to LFM on almost all networks except other four networks.
IV. CONCLUSION
We introduced a local expanding procedure based on structural centers, in order to uncover overlapping community structures effectively. Structural centers are defined as the nodes that have higher density than their neighbors and have a relatively larger distance from nodes with higher densities. Structural centers are usually well-distributed in different communities, which implies that the number of communities can be determined intuitively. Thus, we introduced a structural centrality and a locating strategy to find structural centers in networks. On that basis, a local expansion algorithm called LOCD is presented to uncover natural overlapping community structures in complex networks. LOCD algorithm shows advantages in experiments, which can be concluded into two aspects. First, the number of community structures for a network can be determined intuitively by locating structural centers. This approach can be used to aid other methods, especially for those clustering methods needed to be fed the number of clusters. Second, compared with other local methods, the expansion strategy around structural centers avoids selecting seeds randomly and adjusting parameters manually, which speeds up the convergence to optimal solutions and makes the algorithm more stable.
It is noteworthy that the structural centrality combines the local density and the relative distance which both depend on some distance measurement between nodes. Different distance metrics may lead to different results. Moreover, there may be an alternative way to combine the two quality in order to characterize the structural centrality. Recently, some community detection methods that combine topological structure and node or edge attributes have been proposed [50] , [51] . The integration of network topology and semantic information holds a great potential for community detection. So how to incorporate node attribute into overlapping community detection deserves in-depth investigation. Moreover, community detection methods are applied to solve various problems such as topic detection, photo clustering and epidemic spreading [52] , [53] , so the application prospect of community detection is a major concern in our further research. 
